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Grand Park Hotel, Rovinj

In Rovinj, Croatia, a 15m long sedak insulating glass opens the view from the ballroom of the Grand Park Hotel to the picturesque old town since 
2019. You can find more about the project here.
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Colorado Cascades

"Colorado Cascades" was not the first sedak project in which sedak worked closely with an artist. But unique were the panes that were created when the 
glass reliefs of the artist David Ruth with a surface structure of ice and stone were processed to insulating glasses in the sedak production.
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A 4.4 ton sedak insulating glass as floor of glass and a transparent pool wall transform the swimming pool on the roof of the exhibition building 
of the pool specialist Polytherm in Weibern, Austria, into an infinity pool with special views.

Polytherm, Weibern
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2019 was another year of records: for the first time, sedak produced lamination-bent insulating glass with a length of 17m for the 
Messeturm in Frankfurt. 

Messeturm, Frankfurt



product innovation sedak clear-edge

sedak clear-edge is a laminated, transparent edge protection that creates a functional, flat finish that brings out the style. 
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product innovation sedak isopure

sedak isopure uses a glass spacer to optically dissolve the joint pattern on all-glass facades. In addition to the high quality standards in 
workmanship and appearance, the glass spacer also meets the contemporary Ug-values.
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apprenticeship at sedak

Welcome to the sedak! Our new flat glass technologists have been at sedak since September and take responsibility from day one. In their 
own production line they produce the glass samples for the customers. 



SUNGLASS Industry srl

Some conversion work was carried out at our subsidiary SUNGLASS Industry in Villafranca. The new office building was ready for occupancy 
at the end of May and production was equipped with a new bending furnace. 



international fairs

BAU München | Zak World of Facades, New York | GPDs, Tampere | Facades +, NY und LA
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...and a successful start into the New Year!
From 22nd of December 2018 to 6th of January 2019 we will be on company holiday and will be back for you from 7th of January 2019. 

we wish you a merry Christmas
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